Greetings!

The BRI Chapter Communication leadership Facebook group is having some educational and exciting discussions about many healthcare topics, the latest being Republican efforts to "repeal & replace" Obamacare. Good, bad, or ugly? Join the discussion and let your voice be heard!

We think you'll also enjoy some of the pictures in the 2017 Leadership Conference album!

Join BRI Chapter Communication FB page

Bastiat Fellowship ~ ACT FAST! Deadline 3/15/17

Thanks to alert BRI alumnus, Danny McCorry, we have information about The Mercatus Center’s Frédéric Bastiat Fellowship. The deadline is approaching fast, but according to our inside source they sometimes extend the deadline.

If you are interested in this fellowship I recommend that you let them know that you are applying--especially if you need an additional few days to complete your application.

Let me or Beth know if you need any letter of recommendation!

Learn More

A word about sign-in sheets at your events
Spamming people—even inadvertently—could cause us to lose our distribution privileges!

*Do your event attendees know they are signing up for our national newsletter?*

It is super important to get valid, verified email sign ups for our national newsletter at your events. That said, we’d rather have 10 that are 100% vetted, vs. 50 who will unsubscribe—and worse, possibly report us for spamming!

**TO ENSURE THAT PEOPLE WANT TO RECEIVE BRI’S NATIONAL NEWSLETTERS, HAVE A YES/NO OPT IN BOX THEY CHECK IN ORDER TO BE ADDED TO OUR DATABASE.**

We don’t want to spam anyone! Help us ensure that we disseminate only goodwill and good information to all.

At the leadership conference I said I wanted many unsubscribes because that meant we were having lots more subscribers. What I should have emphasized is that of those unsubscribes, they should originally have been subscribed in good faith. I apologize if I was not clear on that.

-->Send me ONLY the names & emails of those who wish to receive information from BRI National. Thanks you!

Thank you very much for your attention to this really important matter. We don’t want to lose our email service privileges.

Thanks for all you’re doing, day in and day out, to be awesome doctors and protect healthcare freedom!

In partnership,

Charlotte Monte, Programs & Marketing Consultant
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